
ARKANSAS TRAVELER   Heirloom 85 days Indeterminate.  A 100 year old heirloom tomato, regular-
leaf, 6', vigorous plants yielding abundant crops of 8oz, round rose-pink tomatoes. Considered one
of the best tasting varieties with well balanced sweet/tart flavors. Much esteemed for its ability to
produce flavorful tomatoes under adverse conditions: high heat, humidity or drought. Crack &
disease resistant.

BETTER BOY   Hybrid 85 days Indeterminate. Rugged vines produce large crops of bright red, 12 to
10 oz tomatoes.    A trusted favorite for many years,  with big flavorful hybrid-quality yields of
succulent, juicy yet meaty tomatoes.  Firm and perfect for slicing., great for sandwiches.

COLOSSAL TOMATO & PEPPER SALE

ABE LINCOLN  Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate.  Brilliant red, round, medium-sized, 12oz. fruit
growing in clusters up to 9.  Introduced in Illinois in 1923 by the Buckbee Seed Co.  Fruits are
smooth, free from cracks & seams. Ideal for ketchup, juice canning, or slicing. Sturdy plants,
frequently have bronzy-green foliage. Disease resist.

ACE  80 days Semi-determinate. These meaty, red tomatoes are of good size, weighing 8 - 12oz
Great for canning , baking and sauces, ripened Ace Tomatoes have a low acidity content and
succulent taste.  The foliage protects the fruits from sunburn and the plant has high disease
resistance. This variety is famous for being eaten  fresh.

AMISH PASTE  Heirloom Indeterminate 81 days     A very productive plum variety with a long
history as a family heirloom tomato, reputed to have originated in the 1870s.   Producing up to 12
oz, deep-red oxheart-shaped, meaty fruit--one of the largest paste tomatoes! Lots of sweet, tomatoey
flavors from this coreless meaty fruit. A great slicing and sauce  tomato.

BLACK CHERRY  Hybrid 65 days Indeterminate  A perfectly round cherry tomato with classic black
tomato flavor, sweet, yet rich, smoky & complex. An early abundant producer.  Picks easily from
the stem on vigorous, tall plants. Irresistibly delicious: looks like a  black cherry, tastes like a sweet
cherry, a unique addition to the color & flavor of cherry tomatoes for your garden.

SAT -- APRIL 6      8am - 2pm or until sold out!

ALL PLANTS  $3.00

VARIETIES MARKED WITH     CAN BE GROWN IN A CONTAINER
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BLACK FROM TULA  Heirloom Indeterminate 75 days  Russian heirloom from Tula. One of the
largest black tomatoes with 3-4", slightly flattened, oblate, dark brown to purple fruit with deep
green shoulders. Deliciously outstanding, rich, slightly salty, smoky-fruit flavor.!!  For a truly wonderful
black tomato this one is sure to please.

BANANA LEGS  Heirloom  75 days  Large determinate.  Kids will love these brilliant yellow mini
banana tomatoes hanging on their vines!  An extremely prolific paste-type tomato, grow 1 1/2 “ x
4” long, and are low acid.  Producing fruit throughout your whole summer growing season, they
look beautiful in salads.

*
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BIG BEEF Hybrid  Indeterminate 73 days  One of the finest all-around tomatoes developed for
home gardening. 1994 AAS Winner!  Meaty with a real "homegrown" flavor & just the right balance
of sugars & acids. Produces extra large, "beefy" fruit averaging 10-12 oz. Fruit shape is deep
oblate to globe. Large vigorous plants. Yielding fruit until a killing frost. Very disease resistant.

BLACK KRIM  Heirloom 75 days Indeterminate  A much sought after Russian variety, unique &
unforgettable, originally from Krim on the Black Sea, Black Krim has a superb smoky sweetness
with a delicate lingering touch of tang in a 4-6" slightly flattened, mahogany-colored fruit with
lovely, deep green shoulders. Setting fruit at higher temperatures, it’s superb & very easy to grow.

*



EARLY GIRL  Hybrid 57 days Indeterminate.  Always a favorite for a early production slicing tomato.
Giving large harvests of flavorful, solid dark red 4-6oz slicing tomatoes fruit. A disease resistant
proven variety with excellent performance in almost any climate. Good for canning. Bears heavy
crops extremely early, continues longer than most tomatoes.

GLACIER  Heirloom 65 days Determinate You can count on Glacier to usher in the tomato season!
This very early short season variety flowers when it is only four inches tall ! It sets loads of very
flavorful 2 to 3 oz bright orange red tomatoes which are a classic round shape. Very sweet flavor
for an ultra early tomato. Suitable for containers.

*

*

CHEROKEE PURPLE   Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate.  A legendary beefsteak tomato, at least 100
years old from Tennesee. A prolific disease resistant heirloom.  Producing 12 oz. deep dark dusky
rose-purple, deep red inside, with sweet, rich and smoky, luscious flavor.

HILLBILLY  Heirloom Indeterminate 85 days Absolutely gorgeous bicolor beefsteak tomato, great
for slicing. Beautiful yellow-orange fruits are streaked with red on the blossom end.  A heavy
producing, 1-2lb beefsteak, originally from West Virginia that is sweet, juicy & low acid.  Beautiful
on the plate with other colored tomatoes!

GIANT SYRIAN  Heirloom 78 days Indeterminate  From tomato collector Charlotte Mullens of West
Virginia. Heavy yields of gorgeous meaty, good flavored, heart-shaped pink fruits with green
shoulders that rarely crack, & often exceeds 1 lb in weight with few seeds.

CHAMPION  Hybrid  70 days Indeterminate  One of the earliest full-sized tomatoes Champion was
specially bred for those luscious tomato sandwiches. Flavorful and prolific, the round fruits are
solid and  meaty with just the right sweetness. This outstanding performer will give you high yields
of large fruit, over half a pound each.

COUSTRALEE  Heirloom  85 days Indeterminate A French family heirloom beefsteak tomato obtained
by Craig LeHoullier & Carolyn Male in a sharing of seeds in 1992 with Norbert Pairerra of Hellimer,
France.  Big, hearty, prolific plant with beautiful huge red tomatoes up to 3 pounds, with superb,
intense, balanced, classic tomato flavor. Always a favorite at statewide tastings. Don’t miss it.

CRYNKOVIC YUGOSLAVIAN Heirloom 85 days Indeterminate This is a wonderful heirloom beefsteak
that produces large fruits with perfect shoulders that almost never crack. 1-2 pound, slightly flattened,
pink beefsteak tomatoes that are deliciously juicy & have great full tomato flavor. Heavy yields.  If
you can't pronounce the name...the taste will make up for the difficulty.

DRUZBA  Heirloom  80 days  Indeterminate  A beautiful Bulgarian tomato with perfect form ! The
name Druzba translated means ‘friendship’.  This variety produces big harvests of smooth, blem-
ish free, round, deep-red, juicy, 10oz fruits. Excellent, robust, with both sweet & tart flavors. You
will be assured of a long season of production. Shows good disease resistance.

BLACK PRINCE Heirloom 70 days Indeterminate  These deep garnet round, 2-inch (2-3 oz.) toma-
toes are full of juice and incredibly rich fruity flavors. This is a tomato that chefs rave about for it's
rich flavors. The small fruits contain deep rich colors on the inside. Perfect for patio gardens.
Suitable for containers.

*

BRANDYWINE RED   Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate.  Old time Amish heirloom is named for
Brandywine Creek in Chester County, PA where it originated in 1885. These large potato leaf
vines produce 8 -12 ounce, deep bright-red round fruits in clusters of 4 to 6. Excellent, , robust,

old fashioned tomatoey flavor.

BRANDYWINE YELLOW   Heirloom 90 days Indeterminate  Beefsteak type yellow fruits with ex-
ceptional quality, creamy texture, and delicious flavor that reaches weights from 1 to 2 pounds.
Features potato type leaves. The plants are hardy and do exceptionally well in climates subject
to drought.  It's a classic!

CELEBRITY   Hybrid 72 days Determinate.  An All American Selections winner known for its
multiple disease tolerance and adaptability. A dependable home garden tomato. The abundant
deep red 8 oz round fruits are firm with excellent flavor. Great for salads, juice, canning, relishes
and cooking.

*
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JAUNE FLAMME Heirloom 70 days Indeterminate.  (Also referred to as Flammé) Prolific French
heirloom bears in clusters of 6, beautiful round golf-ball size tomatoes that are persimmon-orange
colored inside & out. A full-bodied tomato flavor that literally bursts in your mouth.  Very decorative.
Makes delicious sauce.  Try this for a tasty mouth watering treat. Suitable for containers.

ISIS CANDY Heirloom 67 days Indeterminate These precious little morsels of 1-1½" morsels of red
& gold garden candy with  a dazzling starburst pattern on the blossom end when ripe. Sweet &
fruity, Isis Candy has become a top 10 winner at tomato tastings. Gold flesh. Crack-resistant.  A
spectacular top seller. Suitable for containers.

JAPANESE BLACK TRIFELE Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate. It’s Russian, not Japanese!  Highly
prized Russian Trifele variety tomato.  Potato leafed plant yields prolific quantities of 6oz fruit
looking like a beautiful mahogany colored pear with greenish shoulders. Sublime complex luscious
flesh with a meaty core producing all summer long.   A work of art , resistant to cracking.

*

ITALIAN HEIRLOOM Indeterminate 70-80 days.  Outstanding productive plants are loaded with red
fruits weighing over 1 lb!  Excellent full tomato flavor. Ideal for slicing & canning—very little waste
and easy to peel. Indeterminate,  A favorite at the 2008 Carmel TomatoFest.

*

JETSETTER  Hybrid 64 days Indeterminate. Think Jet Star is the best fresh market variety? This
one's earlier, with better disease resistance! Jetsetter sacrifices nothing for it's early maturity, it
delivers "real tomato" flavor in large 8oz_ fruits that are smooth, juicy, flattened globes, with
consistently huge yields & good disease resistance.

JULIET Hybrid Indeterminate 60 days Plant produces high yields of glossy true red grape tomatoes.
Fruit is very sweet and perfect for salads and gourmet dishes. Grows in long clusters. Holds on the
vine longer than any other cherry tomato. Crack Resistant.  An AAS award recipient for garden
worthiness & superb flavor.  Juliet is a miniature treasure!  Suitable for containers.

*

KENTUCKY BEEFSTEAK  Heirloom Indeterminate 90 days Heirloom  found in the hills of eastern
Kentucky. Large luminescent,  deep-orange beefsteak tomatoes. Big, sweet taste, with a  good
blend of fruity and tart that satisfies. Can grow up to 2 lbs!

MOMOTARO (aka TOUGH BOY)  Hybrid Indeterminate 70 days  Named after a hero in Japanese
folklore, it will be the hero of your garden. Unsurpassed fresh eating tomato that is intricate and
harmonious combination of sweet and tangy. Radiant, dark pink slicers weighing 6-7 ounces.
Momotaro is a durable, heat  tolerant, crack resistance tomato, with a long shelf life.

MARIANNA’S PEACE  Heirloom  85 days  During World War II, Marianna escaped from the Russians
& eventually came to the USA.  The tomato seeds were a gift handed down from her father.
Exceptionally rich, with good sweet/acid balance & luscious complex flavors reminiscent of the
finest "old-fashioned" tomatoes, the memories of which is the stuff-of-dreams for all tomato lovers.

MOBY GRAPE  Hybrid 75 days Determinate  A good compact plant for planting in containers. This
is a large grape tomato type that offers a sweet, intense taste, you’ll want to eat by the handful!
Oblong fruit measures 1 1/2” x 2”.

*

KELLOGG’S BREAKFAST  Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate.  Recently named one of the best
heirloom tomatoes by the food editors of Sunset magazine.  Absolutely unique, both for its size &
for its beatutiful bold golden orange skin & juice, the color of fresh-squeezed orange juice!  Slightly
flattened fruits weigh anywhere from 16-32 oz.

MORTGAGE LIFTER-Radiator Charlie’s Heirloom 82days Indeterminate Developed by Radiator
Charlie of W.V., who owned a radiator repair shop during the Great Depression.  He had no plant
breeding experience, nor formal education, just a desire to grow huge tomatoes.  After years of
unique experimentation, and selling off his new seedlings for $1 each, he was able to pay off the
$6,000 mortgage on his house.  Producing flavorful meaty tomatoes 1-3 lbs with few seeds.

MR STRIPEY Heirloom 80 days Indeterminate.  An English heirloom with a nice sweet flavor and
low acid. This tomato’s intriguing color combo of red stripes over a golden yellow body will be
sure to win praise. The plum sized fruit have yellow flesh and a pink center. Great for slicing and
salads.
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SIBERIAN Heirloom 48-55 days_Determinate  . Siberian is well-known for its fast ripening fruits,
setting fruit in cool weather when other varieties don’t. One of the earliest varieties on the
market, takes only 7 weeks after transplant.  This Russian tomato produces good yields of flavorful
5 oz bright red tomatoes.

*

OMAR'S LEBANESE Heirloom 79 days Indeterminate.  The really big one! Omar's Lebanese has a
passionately sweet complex flavor.  Enormous fruits - deep dark pink, luscious and juicy - can
grow up to 3-4 lbs, vigorous plants with excellent disease resistance. A spectacular tomato. Really
easy to grow, out of this world. Bragger!

PINEAPPLE Heirloom 90 days Indeterminate  A garden favorite that grows to 2 lbs. This bi-colored,
slightly flattened, yellow beefsteak has a red blushing and streaks on the outside. It's yellow
interior contains few seeds and a red star-burst in the center. Wonderfully mild with tropical fruity-
sweet flavors. A show stopper!

PERSIMMON  Heirloom 79 days Indeterminate.  One of the best flavors of the orange tomatoes.
These rich persimmon colored fruits range from 12--32oz, and just melt in your mouth!  Meaty,
very sweet, with few seeds. Healthy vines bear big beautiful beefsteak-size fruit with few blemishes.

ROSE  Heirloom 78 days Indeterminate  A large leafy vine producing deep, rose-pink, 3-inch,
meaty globes with a taste that rivals many other varieties. A cross between the Brandywine and
Rutgers tomatoes.  Seed came from Dr. Grace Kaiser, MD in New Holland, PA who was given the
seed from one of her Amish patients.  Crack Resistant.

NEBRASKA WEDDING  Heirloom 80 days Determinate.  Nebraskan brides reportedly still receive
these seeds as a wedding gift. Reliable producer of stunning 4" round fruits with glowing orange
skin. Well-balanced sweet-tart flavor. Striking sliced on a platter. Plants typically grow less than
36" tall, but benefit from staking, because it is such a good producer. Tomato is relatively crack
free.  Suitable for containers.

*

OLD TIME TASTY  Hybrid Indeterminate 70 days   This tomato combines traditional flavour with an
attractive, refined appearance. The slightly flattened & ribbed, smooth-skinned fruits are very
juicy & fiery red with green shoulders at the top. The 6-7oz is perfect for slicing on sandwiches
and burgers.  Suitable for containers.

*

*

PRIMO RED Hybrid 68 days  Determinate  The tomato that you’ll want to start your season with.
Smooth, deep globe shaped, large to extra-large fruit are produced on compact plants.  Primo
has a nice red color, with fruit that is good firm, and a very good eating quality with a smooth
flavor. An excellent vine ripe tomato for early plantings. Good disease resistance.

*

PRUDENS PURPLE  72 days  HEIRLOOM  Rivals Brandywine as the best-flavored heirloom tomato
& boasts a devoted fan club. Not really purple in color, but rather a deep pink with lightly fluted
shoulders.  The flesh is anything but purple, being juicy crimson, meaty, almost seedless, rich &
luscious.  Large, often close to 1 lb each, with a silky texture.  Plants have potato shaped leaves.

ROMA Hybrid 78 days  Determinate One of the best Italian type tomatoes with wonderful flavor.
The standard paste tomato for making sauces and catsup! The thick wall of the Roma tomato
make it the perfect tomato for all of your home-canned salsa. The strong vines yield up to 200 red,
pear shaped fruit, each weighing 2 to 3 ounces each, with firm flesh and few seeds

*

RUTGERS  Heirloom 74 days Determinate    The legendary ‘Jersey’ tomato, introduced in 1934, is
a cross between J.T.D. (an old New Jersey variety from the Campbell Soup Co.) & Marglobe. Its flavor,
both for slicing and cooking, is still unequaled. The bright red fruits are slightly flattened & 2-4
inches across. Tall vines, fusarium resistant. Suitable for containers.

SAN MARZANO Heirloom 78 days Semi-Determinate  From Italy, this bright red plum type tomato
is prized for its firm pulp, low seed count, easily removed skin and rich flavor.  Fantastic for
canning and making sauce. Produces until the first hard frost.

*

SCARLET RED  Hybrid  73 days Determinate This is the best new hybrid tomato variety to come
along in years and home gardeners will be impressed with its yield, size and eating quality.
Beautiful, oblate shaped fruit are produced on determinate plants & have a deep red color and
scarlet red interiors. This one’s great for salads, slicing up for burgers or just enjoying on its own.

*
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STUPICE Heirloom 52-60 days  Indeterminate  One of four tomato varieties sent to the U.S. from
the former Czechoslovakia, by Milan Sodomka. Very early, great flavor. Pumps out fruit over
entire season till frost. Potato-leaf, 4 foot tall plants loaded with 2½ by 2 inch diameter fruits
borne in clusters.  Pronounce it "Stew Peach Ka."  Takes the heat.

*

SUN GOLD CHERRY Hybrid 57 days Indeterminate  These beautiful round golden orange fruits
appear very early in large clusters.   Quickly becoming one of the most popular cherry tomato of
all time.  One taste and you’ll know why. Gorgeous in salads. A single large plant has produced
over 1000 tomatoes!  Suitable for containers.

*

YELLOW PEAR  Heirloom 73 days Indeterminate  Charming pear-shaped "minis" that are hard to
resist. The 1 3/4in, sunny yellow fruits are borne in heavy clusters on large, rangy plants that
should be staked or caged. 'Yellow Pear' has a pleasant, mild flavor and special eye appeal
when served as appetizers or snacks. Children enjoy eating them fresh from the vine.

SWEET MILLION  Hybrid  Indeterminate  65 days  Produces early, heavy yields of incredibly long
clusters of 1 inch dark red fruit grow vigorous plants.  Very sweet & flavorful. Can produce over
500 cherry tomatoes.  A garden treasure.  Disease and crack  resistant.  Suitable for containers.

SUPERSTEAK  Hybrid _80 days_ Indeterminate  These large, meaty fruits grow to at least 1 lb.
and are the rich, delicious beefsteak tomatoes that everybody loves.  This is a special selection
of 'Beefsteak' that has superior disease and crack resistance and extremely vigorous plants.
Classic beefsteak shape and luscious flavor.

SWEET BABY GIRL Hybrid  65 days  Indeterminate   What makes this cherry tomato special...five
reasons: It rarely cracks, it grows on space-saving, manageable plants, it yields HUGE numbers
of fruit over a long season, it has a great after-picking shelf life, it is the sweetest, best-tasting
Cherry Tomato ever!  Suitable for containers.

SWEET OLIVE  Hybrid 60 days Determinate  A robust & early ripening, this grape tomato is sweet,
bite-size, bright red and bursting with outstanding texture & flavor. Abundant producer.  Received
the RHS Award of Garden Merit.  The medium tall plants are easy-to-grow and manage.  Suitable
for containers.

*

*

*

*

WATERMELON  Heirloom Indeterminate  75-90 days   This beefsteak tomato dates back 100 years.
Seed originated with the famed seedsman George Gleckler.  Tomato plants that yield HUGE, 1-2
lb., pink, beefsteak tomatoes that are lightly scalloped and loaded with deliciously rich and
complex, old-time tomato flavors.

TOMMY TOE Heirloom 70 days Indeterminate   Originating from the Ozark mountains Tommy Toe
is famous for its flavor.   Large sprawling plants that yield copious amounts of 1', bright red,
cherry tomatoes with excellent flavor and plenty of juice.  Shows good resistance to most diseases.
This is the tomato that you eat as you're walking through the garden.

*

ANAHEIM PEPPER Mild Hot Pepper  78 days.  Delicious mildly hot flavor.  Excellent for roasting or
frying. Good yields of very large chili peppers, pods are 6 to 8in long, tapered, medium thick,
pungent, deep green, turning red at maturity. Use fresh, canned or dried, good for sauces, soups
and casseroles.

BETTER BELLE   Sweet Pepper 65 days Hybrid  Even blockier, thicker walled and earlier than the
original. Four-lobed peppers mature from green to bright red. Compact and vigorous yet maintains
its large fruit size and production throughout a long season even when grown in a container.
Excellent for salads, stuffing, gourmet dishes.  Tobacco mosaic virus resistant.

PEPPERS  -  SWEET   PEPPERS  -  SWEET   PEPPERS  -  SWEET   PEPPERS  -  SWEET   PEPPERS  -  SWEET   AND   HOAND   HOAND   HOAND   HOAND   HOTTTTT

      * *  ALL PEPPERS CAN BE GROWN IN  CONTAINERS          * *

BHUT JALOKIA HOT PEPPER 100-120 days  Rated at more than 1,000,000 Scoville units, the the
intensity of the pepper able to create a very strong pain sensation lasting up to 30 minutes, eat
with extreme caution.  When handling the Bhut Jolokia pepper, CAUTION do not get any in or
near the eyes as the pepper can create a very intense burn. 400 times hotter than tabasco sauce.
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GOLDEN TREASURE Sweet Pepper 80 days  Heirloom  Italian heirloom variety, excellent for
frying, roasting, and fresh eating. Attractive 9-inch long fruits ripen from green to shiny yellow.
Sweet medium thick flesh and tender skin.  Traditionally used as an Italian frying pepper, these
are great raw or cooked.  Hard to find.

HABANERO Hot Pepper  Heirloom 90 days  Considered one of the the hottest  peppers. Name
means "from Havana" produces 1-1/2 to 2" long, wrinkled fruits that turn from dark green to
orange when fully ripe.  Use very sparingly, & remember to wear gloves when handling.  Along
with heat, the Habanero pepper also has a very unique, smoky quality that is exceptional in
salsas & sauces.

GOLDEN CALIFORNIA WONDER   Sweet Pepper  75 days  Open Pollinated  This large, thick
walled, juicy, sweet pepper is the most popular variety grown in the United States today!   Square
shaped fruits are about 4 inches long and wide, and grow upright on healthy, plants, making
harvesting easy.  Expect great production and beautiful, crisp, very sweet tasting peppers, perfect
for enjoying fresh, cooked, or stuffed.

FRESNO Hot Pepper  Heirloom  75 days  A Jalapeño style chili, but hotter than most Jalapeños.
High yields of medium-sized fruit that ripen from green to red. Excellent for picking, canning,
sauces, & salsas. Plants have dense, dark green foliage & are resistant to tobacco mosaic virus.
A good pickler, the fruit is also ready to eat at a mature green stage, even before it turns red.

HOLY MOLE Hot Pepper 85 days  2007 AAS Winner. Pasilla-type pepper that has chocolate brown
fruits that are bright green at early maturity, then darken to to warm brown 2 weeks later. A
distinctive but not overly spicy pepper, used as a staple in Mexico’s famous Mole sauce & many
other  dishes. Crunchy fruits can reach 7-9" in length and 1-1 1/2" in width. Sturdy 3 ft. plants.
Superb fresh, pickled, dried, or ground!

BURNING BUSH Hot Pepper Hybrid 85 days  Habanero hot with a touch of sweet. Plenty of fire at
the leading edge, but a pleasant aftertaste follows. Matures 2 to 3 weeks earlier than standard
habaneros. Strong plants yield abundant 1 1/2 by 3 in long fruits, matures from green to orange.

CUBANELLE Spicey/Sweet Pepper  68 days Considered to be a sweet pepper, despite having a
mild spicy heat. Great for stuffing, roasting, salads, etc. Thin-walled, long, tapered peppers have
more flavor & a lower water content than bell peppers & are the perfect pepper for roasting &
frying. Best when picked green but can also be left to mature until they turn orange red.

JALAPENO  Hot Pepper  70 days  Heirloom  A very popular hot pepper, indispensable in Mexican
cuisine. The green, sausage shaped fruits are abundant on these 24-36 inch plants.   Excellent
variety for roasting, pickling, or stuffing! May be picked green or red.

JIMMY NARDELLO  Sweet Pepper  85 days  Heirloom  Jimmy’s mother brought the seed with her
when she migrated in 1887.   One of the very best sweet Italian peppers for frying.  Absolutely
delicious! Prolific 8-12" peppers on 24" plant.

MARCONI RED  Sweet Pepper 70-90 days  Heirloom  Prolific Italian heirloom prized for its gigantic
sweet red fruits. Delicious 8-10 long peppers are excellent eaten fresh or fried.  Huge, crisp,
sweet red 3-lobed fruits.  Try them the next time you are making a red sauce or pasta dish.  Use
green or red. Amazing flavor!

ORANGE BELLE  Sweet Pepper  85 days  This is the best tasting orange bell pepper.  Blocky 4"
bell peppers have thick walls and excellent flavor. Sweet and crisp they are delicious eaten raw
or cooked. Heavy yielding.  May also be eaten green.
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PASILLA BAJIO  Mild Hot Pepper  80 days Heirloom Also known as ‘chile negro’ this pepper
grows 8-10 inches long. It is mild, mainly used for its rich smoky flavor in sauces. 80 days to
mature.  The pepper of choice for Mexican mole sauce—also sparkles in enchilada sauces and
sauces.

PEPPEROCINI ITALIAN Sweet/Spicy  75 days  The ultimate in a pickling pepper!  These peppers
have a mild heat, and are commonly used in greek salads for a crunchy salty taste.  Bright green
wrinkled fruit taper to a blunt lobed tip.  Will turn red when mature.  Pick at 2-3” long.

POBLANO/ANCHO Hot_80 days  A heart shaped, mildly hot pepper is called Poblano when used
fresh & ancho when dried. Excellent for grilling, making salsa, mole, stir fried or stuffed for chile
rellenos. Typically 3 to 4” in length, this is a great all around hot, but not too hot pepper.

RED BELL  Sweet Pepper 75 days  Plant this beautiful red bell pepper for it’s sweet flavor and
incredible color. Fruit will start green and mature to a rich red. Can be used fresh, roasted or
baked. These crisp red peppers are lovely in salad.

PURPLE BEAUTY  Sweet Pepper 75 days  A modern exotic that is found on shelves in gourmet
sections of vegetable specialty markets. It is a sweet bell pepper with a beautiful deep purple
color.  Grow along of your red and green bells for a beautiful rainbow of peppers. The fruit have
thick meaty walls which make them perfect for slicing.

SERRANO Hot Pepper 85 days  The hot, pungent fruit grow from 2½ to 4 inches long by ½ inch in
diameter. Slim, club shaped green peppers with medium thin walls maturing to a bright red
color on thirty inch tall plants. “Serrano” simply means, “from the mountains.” These chilies are
used fresh, dried  & pickled.  Great for hot salsas!

SANTA FE GRANDE Hot Pepper Open Pollinated  75-80 days  Turn up the heat with these bright
conical peppers!  Stunning fruits ripen from yellow to orange to red, with thick, firm walls grow
to 3½” long. Sturdy 3' upright plants with continuous heavy yields.  Excellent for pickling, salsa,
and hot pepper vinegar.

SWEET HEAT  Sweet/Spicy  Hybrid  56 days  The earliest to bear fruit, compact & bushy, producing
3 to 4 in. long by 1 to 1.5 in. wide peppers that are sweet & mildly spicy like pepperoncini, with
a great smoky flavour.  Can be harvested green or red, and is perfect for grilling or salsa.

THAI HOT CULINARY  90 days   This traditional hot pepper is a prolific producer of 1 to 3-inch long
peppers that ripen bright red. The upright plant with red peppers is very beautiful and is also an
ideal container plant for the backyard.  Thai Chili pepper is perfect for spicing up soups, sauces,
curries or stir-fries. It’s also good for drying to use as a condiment.

PLEASE, REMEMBER THIS IS AN “ANTICIPATED” VARIETY LIST, &  WHILE WE HOPE TO HAVE EVERY ONE

AVAILABLE, SOMETIMES WE ARE UNABLE.  THEREFORE, WE SUGGEST YOU HAVE A FEW “BACK UP VARIETIES”

CHOSEN.  ESPECIALLY AS WE MAY SELL OUT OF YOUR FIRST CHOICE.

THANK YOU, THE CALIMESA COMMUINTY GARDEN
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